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a b s t r a c t
This paper proposes a dynamic mobile ad hoc network (MANET) management system to
improve network connectivity by using controlled network nodes, called agents. Agents
have predeﬁned wireless communication capabilities similar to the other nodes in the
MANET, however their movements, and thus their locations, are dynamically determined
to optimize network connectivity. A new approach to measuring connectivity using a maximum ﬂow formulation is proposed – this is both responsive and tractable. Furthermore,
users’ locations are predicted for several time steps ahead and this is shown to improve
network connectivity over the network operation period. A particle swarm optimization
(PSO) algorithm uses the maximum ﬂow objective to choose optimal locations of the
agents during each time step of network operation. The proposed MANET management
system is rigorously tested on numerous static and dynamic problems. Computational
results show that the proposed approach is effective in improving the connectivity of MANETs and predicting movements of user nodes and deploying agents accordingly signiﬁcantly improves the overall performance of a MANET.
Ó 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) are formed without a
central administration so that nodes transmit packets on
behalf of other nodes. The most commonly cited application of MANET is military communications including combat, emergency response, and search/rescue maneuvers
[1–5].
There are many factors that affect the performance and
reliability of a MANET. Links between the mobile devices
sometimes exist, and sometimes do not, depending on
the devices’ locations relative to each other, their transmission power and the surrounding environment. New mobile
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devices can enter the system or existing devices can leave
for various reasons including loss of battery power or loss
of signal strength (due to distance or environmental
causes). Assuming random user behavior, it is very likely
that one or more users will lose connectivity with the network or with the parts of the network due to their positions relative to other users. If a user is outside the range
of its nearest neighbor in terms of signal strength, then
its access to the rest of the network is unavailable.
This paper proposes a dynamic MANET management
system to maintain the connectivity of a MANET by using
controlled ad hoc network nodes (called agents), where
the global state of the network can be tracked using a Global Positioning System (GPS). In a GPS, each node is
equipped with a receiver and the location data is periodically transmitted to a central location using low frequency
radio or a satellite modem embedded in the node [6]. In
this paper, user nodes are allowed to move freely and their
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Nomenclature
UNt
NU
NUt
ANt
NA
NAt
Nt
Gt
NC
Et
t0
Rit

the set of user nodes at time t
the number of user nodes
the number of user nodes at time t
the set of mobile agent nodes at time t
the number of agent nodes
the number of agents nodes at time t
the set of all MANET nodes at time t
(Nt = UNt [ ANt)
the network at time t
the number of user node clusters
the set of links between all MANET nodes at
time t
initial time
the wireless connection range of the ith node at
time t

current and past location data are available by the use of
the GPS and a kinematic-based prediction model used to
estimate their future locations. The purpose of agents is
to augment network connectivity. Agents are moved each
time step during the operation of the network to optimize
network connectivity among user nodes. (Note that networks operate in continuous time, however to make the
optimization tractable the continuous time operation is
sliced into discrete time steps.) The predicted locations of
users are used in a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to dynamically direct the motion of the mobile
agents. Among application areas of the proposed approach
are network-centric warfare military, ﬂeet tracking, and
search and rescue operations, where network nodes have
power sources to support a GPS.
There has been very limited work in the literature to
improve network connectivity through mobile agents. In
this paper, multiple mobile agents are considered and no
restrictions are imposed on the movement of user nodes.
The proposed approach is applicable to all user movement
models and scenarios. The objective function is a network
connectivity measure using a maximum ﬂow formulation
that aims to increase overall network performance, independent from the routing protocol used. Therefore, the
problem is studied for a much more general case than previously published work.

2. Background
In the literature, several approaches have been proposed to address the challenges in MANETs due to unpredictable user node movements. One of the major
problems is the accessibility of the centralized network
services used by all network nodes when the network is
disconnected. A solution approach to this problem involves
replicating network services [7–8] and critical data [9] at
multiple nodes and dynamically deploying these nodes to
disconnected partitions of the network. Another problem
is delivery of data packets across disconnected network
partitions. To address this problem, a few papers [10–11]

eði;j;tÞ
uijt
(xit, yit)
ðxit ; yit Þ
XYt

vmax
H
U(a, b)

1 if there exists a link between nodes i and j at
time t, 0 otherwise
the capacity (bps) of link (i, j) at time t
the x and y coordinates of the ith MANET node
at time t
the x and y coordinates of the ith agent node for
the best solution at time t
the set of x and y coordinates of the MANET
nodes at time t
the maximum Euclidean distance units traveled
per unit time increment (note that any distance
metric could be used)
prediction horizon (in unit time) for the location of user nodes
uniform random variable between a and b

propose using special agent nodes that can buffer packets
until their destination nodes are reachable. These agent
nodes may move arbitrarily or systematically, and when
they are connected to a network partition, they deliver
their payloads. This approach, however, is mainly applicable to delay-tolerant data networks. Alternatively, several
papers propose topology control by modifying node trajectories or power level nodes. In [12], the intermediate nodes
between a source and a destination node modify their trajectories to ensure the delivery of packets, and an algorithm to minimize the trajectory modiﬁcations is
proposed. Goyal and Caffery [13] propose ﬁrst determining
critical links whose failures cause partitioning of the network, and then supporting these links by either modifying
the trajectory of the nodes involved in the critical links or
bringing an outside node to reinforce them. Kim et al. [14]
use transmission power management schemes to strengthen the network topology across the critical nodes of a network. Montemanni and Gambardella [15] also propose a
distributed algorithm to assigning transmission powers
in wireless networks in such a way that all the nodes are
connected and the total power consumption of the network is minimized.
There has been limited work in the literature to improve network connectivity in MANETs through mobile
agents. Ou et al. [16] uses forwarding nodes that can adjust
their locations to assist network partitions in an ad hoc
network. When deployed initially, forwarding nodes move
randomly to discover network partitions. It is assumed that
each node has GPS capability and the nodes can exchange
location data. When a forwarding node receives a service
request, it will move to the service area if it is available
(i.e., it is not servicing other nodes). However, the paths
of the forwarding nodes are not optimized in this approach. Chadrashekar et al. [17] deﬁne the problem of
achieving connectivity of a disconnected ground MANET
by dynamically placing unmanned air vehicles (UAVs)
which function as relay nodes. Then, they develop a heuristic algorithm for the single-UAV problem. Zhu et al. [18]
also propose using UAVs equipped with communication
capabilities to provide services to ground-based MANETs.
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They deﬁne a gradient-based algorithm to determine the
location of a single-UAV to maximize two network connectivity measures, global message connectivity and worstcase connectivity. Both connectivity measures are deﬁned
on a spanning tree so the optimization problem is to determine the most reliable Steiner tree of the network, where
the UAV is considered a Steiner point in the network. Hauert
et al. [19] propose the deployment of a swarm of UAVs for
search and rescue missions. During a mission, UAVs are
expected to maintain direct or indirect connection to their
base-station through the ad hoc network that they form.
An ACO approach is developed to control the UAV MANET.
In this paper, there are no user nodes that move – the network is made of only agents and a ﬁxed target.
The proposed approach herein this paper is also related
with the work on self-organizing particle systems. In these
systems, the objective is to model the collective movements of locally interacting particles such as bird ﬂocks
and insect swarms using computational models. A groupﬂocking behavior can be created from simple interactions
of autonomous particles. For example, Reynolds [20] deﬁnes three simple rules, ‘‘attempt to stay close to nearby
ﬂockmates,’’ ‘‘avoid collisions with nearby ﬂockmates,’’
‘‘attempt to match velocity with nearby ﬂockmates’’ to
achieve simulated ﬂocking. Recently, self-organizing particle systems have been applied to several problems such as
multi-robot teams [21–22], target tracking in sensor
networks [23], and target search [24]. The focus of these
approaches is mainly on coordinating a collective
movement of the swarm while avoiding obstacles and
ensuring that particles do not collide. There has been
limited work on autonomous problem solving using selforganizing particles. For example, Moarref and Sayyadi [25]
propose an asynchronous, multi-agent robotic system
approach to the continuous n-median problem, which is
deﬁned as locating n facilities on a continuous plane so
that the weighted sum of the Euclidean distances of a set
of target points to their nearest facility is minimized. In
their approach, each facility moves toward the geometric
median of its corresponding Voronoi cell as the target
points change locations. Rodriguez and Reggia [26] use
multiple agents to solve resource locate-and-collect problems. In their approach, agents have the capability to solve
small problems in addition to ﬂocking behavior.

3. Problem formulation
3.1. Assumptions and problem inputs
There are two main types of MANET nodes; user nodes
and agent nodes. User nodes are the nodes that demand
network service. Mobile agents are responsible for helping
the user nodes experience the best network service possible. The user nodes in the MANET move at their own will
and it is assumed that their future positions are unknown.
However, the location data of users and agents are assumed to be available to the agent control system at all
times. This is technically possible by using a GPS [6]. Every
node has a certain wireless connection range and a maximum velocity.

For any time t and set XYt = {(xit, yit): i e Nt}, the network
Gt = (Nt, Et) is formed as follows:


eði;j;tÞ ¼

1 if Rit P dijt
0

and Rjt P dijt

otherwise

ð1Þ

where i, j e Nt and dijt is the Euclidean distance between
nodes i and j at time t as follows:

dijt ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðxit  xjt Þ2 þ ðyit  yjt Þ2

ð2Þ

In a wireless network, the capacity of a link depends on
the signal strength, which is a function of the link distance
and some external factors. In general, the link distance and
signal strength, and thus the link data rate, are negatively
correlated. The wireless IEEE 802.11 standard is capable
of linking MANET nodes [1]. Using this protocol, it is technically feasible to create a multi-hop network that covers
several square kilometers [2]. The path loss model [27]
can be used along with the product speciﬁcations of wireless equipment vendors to estimate link data rates for given distances. Without loss of generality, normalized
transmission ranges and data rates are used in this paper
based on an industry leader’s data [28]. The relationship
between the distance and link capacities in terms of data
rate in bits per second (bps) is approximated with a continuous function as follows:

uijt ¼ ð1 þ e10ðdijt 0:5Þ Þ1

ð3Þ

This capacity function conforms to the basic requirements of the normalized distance versus the data rate, that
is, when the distance is close to zero, the normalized data
rate is close to one, and when the distance is close to the
wireless transmission range, the data rate is close to zero.
An exponential decrease of the data rate occurs as the distance increases, as is observed in practice. The function given in (3) may not be the most accurate estimation of the
normalized data rates at intermediate distances, as the
path loss and the data rate estimation models are estimates assuming constant interference and certain environmental conditions. In addition, technical capabilities such
as antenna reception of devices differ and the speciﬁcation
curve deﬁned in (3) will shift left or right for different
products. Note that the proposed approach is independent
of the path loss function and equipment. More complex
path loss functions, e.g. considering obstacles and antenna
gains, could be used instead of (3). Similarly a different
data rate model could be adapted to estimate link
capacities.
3.2. Evaluating network connectivity
The overall objective is to increase the connectivity of
the MANET. In the ideal case, there should be at least one
path between every user node pair in the network. Therefore, the primary objective is to connect each user node to
every other one. This overall connectivity objective can be
expressed as

2
O1t ¼

P

zijt

i;j2UNt :j>i

NU  ðNU  1Þ

ð4Þ
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where zijt = 1 if there is a path between the ith and jth user
nodes at time t, and zijt = 0, otherwise.
Note that (4) yields the same value for all networks
with the same number of users connected. Therefore, it is
not useful for distinguishing among connected networks.
A good measure to quantify the connectivity between
two nodes S and T is the cardinality of their minimum
cut set. This measure gives the minimum number of links
that needs to be deleted to render nodes S and T disconnected. A drawback of the cardinality of the minimum
cut set as a connectivity measure is that it does not quantify the quality of the links, which is an important concern
in wireless communication. In this paper, a MANET at any
time t is modeled as a capacitated network with link data
rates (capacities) which are the indicators of link qualities.
Let U(Gt, S, T) be the maximum ﬂow (in bps) that can be
sent from node S to node T through all possible paths between these two nodes on network Gt. U(Gt, S, T) provides
a good measure of the connectivity between nodes S and
T, as well as the quality of the links between them.
U(Gt, S, T) can be calculated by solving a maximum ﬂow
problem with S as the source node and T as the sink node
on a capacitated network Gt. The minimum of those maximum ﬂows between every user pair as expressed in Eq. (5)
can be used to gauge network connectivity.

O2t ¼ min fUðGt ; i; jÞ : UðGt ; i; jÞ > 0g
i;j2UNt :j>i

ð5Þ

Maximizing O2t improves the weakest connections in
the network. The maximum ﬂow problem is a well-known
network optimization problem, and there are various algorithms readily available to optimally solve it, including
ones in polynomial time [29,30]. However, solving the
maximum ﬂow problem to calculate O2t is a computationally expensive operation, particularly for large problems
considering all node pairs. Since the network operates
dynamically in real time, a good solution must be quickly
found during each time step so that agents can be properly
deployed to their new locations. To reduce the computational time to calculate O2t, a surrogate objective function
is used as follows. First, NC clusters of the user nodes are
determined using a clustering algorithm based on the minimum spanning tree of the user nodes, where the Euclidean
distances between the user nodes are used as link costs. As
described in Ahuja et al. [30], NC disconnected clusters of
the user nodes are obtained by deleting (NC-1) links of
the minimum spanning tree one by one in decreasing order
of their distances. Then, the maximum ﬂows among cluster
pairs are computed and the minimum of them is used as
the surrogate objective function for O2t. An example for
user node clusters and cut sets are illustrated in Fig. 1. In
the computational experiments section, it is shown that
this approach provides a very good approximation to (5)
in dynamic problem scenarios.
Maximizing O2t is a responsive objective function for a
connected network. For disconnected networks, however,
O2t is not good metric since it is always zero. Therefore, a
ternary criterion is deﬁned to break ties between two disconnected networks with the same value of O1t as follows.
First disconnected partitions (connected segments of a network) of the network are identiﬁed. Then, the midpoint be-

An attraction point
between two clusters

An isolated
agent

A user node
cluster

A user node

A cut set between
two connected
clusters

Fig. 1. A simple example for demonstrating clusters, cut sets, and an
attraction point.

tween the closest nodes of two partitions is calculated for
each partition pair. These midpoints are called attraction
points since deploying an agent close to the attraction point
between two disconnected partitions may connect them.
Finally, the distances between agents and the attraction
points are calculated and the minimum of these distances
is used as the tie breaker between two disconnected networks with the same O1t. This ternary criterion is expressed as follows:

O3t ¼ min
i2ANt
j2At

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðxit  xjt Þ2 þ ðyit  yjt Þ2

ð6Þ

where At is the set of attraction points of the network at
time t. Fig. 1 also illustrates an attraction point.
The overall objective of the proposed MANET system is
ﬁrst to maximize O1t and then to maximize O2t if a network
is fully connected. Therefore, while comparing two networks in the PSO algorithm, the one with a higher O1t is
superior. When comparing two connected networks, O2t
is the dominant objective since they will have the same
O1t value. When comparing two disconnected networks,
O1t is the dominant factor. However, if two disconnected
networks have the same value of O1t, then the one with
the higher O3t is preferred. Note that O2t and O3t are calculated only if they are needed. There is no need to calculate
O2t for disconnected networks or to calculate O3t for connected networks.
3.3. Future location prediction using kinematics
The objectives in the previous section are considered for
each time step t. The proposed system is expected to maximize connectivity during a mission time between t0 and
tmax. Therefore, predicting the future location of user nodes
and deploying agent nodes according to these predictions
may improve connectivity over the mission time. There
are a few papers addressing the location prediction problem in MANETs. Wang and Chang [31] and Tang et al.
[32] utilized a simple location and velocity based expected
position to help the routing protocol. This approach does
not make use of direction, change in direction nor change
in velocity. The signiﬁcant location learning approach
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proposed by [33] predicts the next important station that
the user will be in, but does not utilize velocity nor direction
information. It is also only functional over the speciﬁc area
that is used for learning. The neural network model proposed by Mitrovic [34] is aimed at predicting car motion.
The neural network is trained using speciﬁc maneuvers
on certain road conditions. However, the proposed neural
network approach might be adapted for more generalized
motion patterns. Although satisfactory results were
achieved, the time series method of Creixell and Sezaki
[35] has a time series parameter prediction problem at
every time step, adding to the computational burden. In a
more recent study, Huang and Zaruba [36] proposed a
method that enables non-GPS equipped ad hoc nodes to
estimate their approximate locations by using the information from GPS equipped nodes. This would be advantageous in situations, where GPS equipment or satellite
signals were unavailable to all users.
In this paper, a location prediction method based on
kinematic principles is developed for MANET users. Kinematics is a branch of mechanics which describes the motion of objects by means of only geographical
coordinates, i.e. with no consideration of the forces acting
on the bodies. The position of an object is described by
its coordinates. The rate of change of position is deﬁned
as the velocity, and the rate of change of velocity is described as the acceleration of an object. By using the velocity and the acceleration information, it is possible to
calculate how the position of an object changes by the following equations

1 x
^  Dt
xpiðtþ1Þ ¼ xit þ v xit þ a
2 it
1 y
^  Dt
ypiðtþ1Þ ¼ yit þ v yit þ a
2 it

ð7Þ

where v xit and v yit indicate the calculated velocity of user
node i along the x-axis and y-axis, respectively, at time t,
^xit and a
^yit indicate the estimated changes in the respecand a
tive velocities, i.e. acceleration, between time t and t + 1.
The only data needed for the position prediction of an ad
hoc user is its position history from three time steps back.
With position data at each time step from time (t  3), it is
possible to calculate the rate of change of acceleration,
which is equivalent to the third derivative of the position,
as follows:

v xt2 ¼ xt2  xt3
v xt1 ¼ xt1  xt2
v xt ¼ xt  xt1
v xt  v xt1
x
at1 ¼
axt2

¼

Dt

v xt1  v xt2

Dt
axt1  axt2
¼
Dt
x
^t ¼ axt1 þ Daxt1  Dt
a
v^ xtþ1 ¼ v xt þ a^xt  Dt
Daxt1

The location prediction system is integrated into the
mobile agent location optimizer to use past user location
information.

4. The particle swarm optimization
Particle swarm optimization (PSO), developed by
Eberhart and Kennedy ([37]), is a population based optimization tool which emulates the social behavior of species
that live in the form of swarms in nature. These swarms
are capable of exchanging valuable information such as
food locations in the habitat. Like a genetic algorithm,
PSO has a population of randomly initialized candidate
solutions. Different from evolutionary algorithms, swarm
particles do not mate nor mutate to create offspring. Instead, they swarm, using individual velocity vectors, over
the search space while communicating with others in their
neighborhood (the social factor) and using the information
from their own best positions in the past (the cognition
factor). The values of their positions are evaluated by the
objective function. The particles ‘‘live’’ forever, that is,
there is no creation or removal of particles during the
optimization.
The positioning of agents in mobile ad hoc networks is a
dynamic optimization problem with time varying problem
data. A heuristic approach to dynamic optimization is expected to locate and track the changing optimum at each
time step. Among approaches to dynamic optimization,
population based meta-heuristic algorithms, such as evolutionary algorithms and PSOs, are well suited for dynamic
optimization problems. A survey on evolutionary algorithms for problems with changing environments is given
by [38]. PSO is especially well suited for solving dynamic
optimization problems due to its prowess in controlling
population diversity and convergence [39]. The ﬁrst PSO
approach to dynamic problems was reported by [40]. Since
then, PSO has been successfully applied to various dynamic
optimization problems [41–47]. For the application in this
paper, the only change to a standard PSO is to ﬁx the
agents’ locations from the previous time step’s best solution into the next time step’s swarm.
4.1. Decision variables and objective function
At any time t, the location of user nodes (UNt) and agent
nodes (ANt) are known. The decision problem is to relocate
the agents from their current positions at time t to their
optimized locations at time t + H in order to maximize network connectivity at time t + H. In other words, the PSO
algorithm searches for the best location (xi(t+H), yi(t+H)) of
each agent node i at time t + H. Clearly, the distance that
an agent can cover during the time span of H is limited.
The relocation decision of agent i at time t is represented
in the polar coordinate system as (rit, vit), where rit and vit
are the rotation angle (in radians, counter clockwise) from
the x-axis and the distance that agent i travels at direction
rit in H time units, respectively. The Cartesian coordinates
of an agent at time (t + H) can be calculated as

xiðtþHÞ ¼ xit þ cosðr it Þv it
yiðtþHÞ ¼ yit þ sinðr it Þv it

8i 2 ANt
8i 2 ANt

ð8Þ

There is an important advantage of implementing a polar coordinate system when representing the mobile agent
relocations. The rotation rit is bounded by [0, 2p] and the
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distance vit is bounded by [0, Hvmax]. This allows the PSO
algorithm to move the mobile agents freely within a circle
of radius Hvmax, thus automatically complying with the
maximum distance constraints. Using the rotation and distance decision variables, the agent location optimization
problem, termed ALOC, solved at time t is given as follows:
Problem ALOC(t, H):

max z ¼ MO1ðtþHÞ þ O2ðtþHÞ
xiðtþHÞ ¼ xit þ cosðrit Þv it
yiðtþHÞ ¼ yit þ sinðr it Þv it

8i 2 ANt
8i 2 ANt

rit 6 2p 8i 2 AN t

v it 6 Hv max 8i 2 ANt
rit ; v it P 0
where M is large number to make sure that O1t is always
weighted more than O2t. M should be selected large enough
so that O1t is always the primary objective and O2t is the
secondary one. In other words, O2t should not be improved
at the expense of O1t. In this paper M is selected to be larger
than the product of the number of the user node pairs
(NU  (NU  1)/2) and the maximum possible data rate of
a link. For example, for a 10-node network with the maximum of link capacity of 54 Mbps, M is set to 45  54000. M
can be omitted in the objective function if all user node
pairs are considered in the evaluation of O2t (i.e. when
O2t is not a surrogate) since O2t becomes zero when
O1t < 1. O3t does not appear in the objective function since
it is a tie breaker criterion that is used in the PSO
algorithm.

Procedure MANET Optimization System()
Start {
Initialize t = t0 and choose H
Read the initial locations (xit, yit) for 8i e Nt
Do{
Predict (xi(t+H), yi(t+H)) for 8i e UNt
Solve ALOC(t, H) to determine rit and v it for
8i e ANt
Find (xi(t+1), yi(t+1)) according to (9) using rit and v it
for 8i e ANt
Deploy mobile agents to (xi(t+1), yi(t+1)) for 8i e ANt
Read new actual location data (xi(t+1), yi(t+1)) for
8i e UNt
Create network Gt+1
Evaluate the actual performance of Gt+1
Set t = t + 1
} While (User nodes are active)
} End

4.3. PSO parameters

4.2. Optimizing time step to time step
As described above, the PSO algorithm searches for the
best location ðxiðtþHÞ ; yiðtþHÞ Þ of each agent node i at time
t + H. However, due to the dynamic nature of the problem,
at time t + 1, which is the start of a new optimization cycle,
new location information of the users becomes available
and the optimization problem is solved again. Based on
the deployment decision at time t, the locations of the
agents at time t + 1 are determined as follows:

xiðtþ1Þ ¼ xit þ cosðr it Þ minfv max ; v it g 8i 2 AN t
yiðtþ1Þ ¼ yit þ sinðr it Þ minfv max ; v it g

t + 1, the actual locations of the user nodes now become
available therefore, the deployment decision needs to be
revised accordingly. Although the optimization is performed for H time steps ahead, the decision implementation is in the next time step as shown in Fig. 2. In other
words, an agent i is allowed to travel a maximum of vmax
distance at the direction of r it . The overall pseudo code of
the MANET optimization system is given below.

8i 2 ANt

ð9Þ

Eq. (9) means that each agent node i is deployed at time
t with a commitment to be at location ðxiðtþHÞ ; yiðtþHÞ Þ at
time (t + H); however, at the beginning of time period

Fig. 2. Decision variables and deployment constraints of an agent.

Since the relocation decision of an agent i at a time t is
represented in the polar coordinate system as (rit, vit), each
particle j in the swarm is represented by three vectors:
X½t; j ¼ fðritj ; v itj Þ : i 2 ANt g,
X  ½t; j ¼ fðritj ; v itj Þ : i 2 ANt g,
DX½t; j ¼ fðDritj ; Dv itj Þ : i 2 ANt g. At time t, the vector X[t, j]
represents the current location of particle j in the solution
space, X⁄[t, j] represents the location of the particle’s best
ﬁtness during the optimization cycle between times t and
t + 1, and DX[t, j] is the velocity vector that deﬁnes the
direction and magnitude that the particle will travel in
the solution space if not disturbed. DX[t, j] is used to update X[t, j] at every iteration of the PSO as follows:

r itj ¼ r itj þ Dr itj

8i 2 ANt

v itj ¼ v itj þ Dv itj 8i 2 ANt

ð10Þ

Since the search in PSO is controlled by the modiﬁcation
of particle velocities, controlling the changes in the velocity is a major concern. If left unbounded, the magnitudes
of particle velocities can reach quite large numbers [48].
There are two main methods to control the changes in particle velocities: (i) an inertia coefﬁcient and (ii) a constriction coefﬁcient. In the PSO algorithm herein, both methods
are utilized to control particle velocities.
The inertia method employs a dynamic inertia (x) coefﬁcient [48]. In this paper, x is initially set to 1.5 and is decreased geometrically by a coefﬁcient of 0.98 at each
iteration. Although the common practice is to let the
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inertia coefﬁcient decrease monotonically, from the preliminary experimentation, it was found beneﬁcial to occasionally reset it to its initial value. This improves the
ability to escape local optima by ‘‘exciting’’ the particles
every now and then, helping them swarm to other regions.
The inertia coefﬁcient is reset to its original value of 1.5,
with a probability of 0.02, for each particle.
The constriction coefﬁcient, K, was developed by Clerc
[49]. It scales velocity updates such that a theoretical convergence is guaranteed. It has been found that K combined
with velocity constraints can improve PSO performance
signiﬁcantly [50]. The constriction coefﬁcient K is implemented as given below:

Dr itj ¼ KðxDritj þ /1 R1 ðr itj  ritj Þ þ /2 R2 ðr it  r itj ÞÞ
Dv itj ¼ KðxDv itj þ /1 R1 ðv itj  v itj Þ þ /2 R2 ðv it  v itj ÞÞ
ð11Þ
where x is the inertia factor, /1 and /2 are the cognition
and the social coefﬁcients, respectively, R1 and R2 are uniform random numbers between [0, 1], and r it and v it are
the rotation angle and velocity of the best particle so far
during the search at time t. The constriction coefﬁcient K
is calculated in each iteration as

4.4. Initialization and operation of the PSO
At the beginning of a time step t, the inputs to the PSO
algorithm are: (i) the deployment decision (i.e., r iðt1Þ and
v iðt1Þ for 8i e AN(t1)), and (ii) the estimated user node
locations at time t + H. The deployment decision of an
agent i at time period (t  1) becomes the starting location
of the agent node at time t (i.e., (xit, yit) in (9)). Each particle
j is initialized as described in the procedure Initialize_
Population() below. Each particle j searches new locations
for the agents at time (t + H). At the termination of the PSO
algorithm, the best particle, which is evaluated based on
Gt+H, is returned for the deployment decision of the time
step.
At the beginning of each time step t, the ðr itj ; v itj Þ and
ðDr itj ; Dv itj Þ vectors must be initialized for each particle j.
In addition, the starting location of each agent node is
set according to the best particle of the previous time
step. The procedure for particle initialization is given
below.
Procedure Initialize_Population(t) {
for (j = 1, . . . , l) {
set xit = xiðt1Þ and yit = yiðt1Þ 8i e ANt
set
set
set
set
set
set

/ ¼ /1 R1 þ /2 R2
(
K¼

/2þ

p2 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ />4
2
/ 4/

1

ð12Þ

otherwise



i2ANt




jDr itj j
;
Dr max


max
i2ANt

jDv itj j
Dv max



where Drmax and Dv max are maximum allowed-absolute
velocities for the rotation and distance decision variables,
respectively. For a particle j, if qjt > 1, then at least one of
the velocities violates the velocity limits. In this case, the
velocities for particle j are scaled down as follows:

Dr itj ¼ Dr itj =qjt
Dv itj ¼ Dv itj =qjt

i 2 AN t
i 2 AN t

Dritj = U(2p, 2p)
Dvitj = U(v max , v max )
Dr max = 2p
Dv max = Hvmax

}

The swarm particle velocities are limited to the variable
limits, which is a common practice in PSO. One important
thing that needs to be noted is that the swarm particle
velocity vector is scaled down entirely. That is, all of its elements are scaled down rather than only the ones that exceed the limit. The scale factor for a particle j is
calculated using the velocity element that has the largest
deviation from the maximum allowed velocity limit as
follows:

qjt ¼ max max

ritj = U(0, 2p) for 8i e ANt
vitj = U(0, Hv max ) for 8i e ANt

}

To evaluate a particle j, the locations of agents at time
t + H are calculated using (8). Then, the MANET topology
Gt+H is formed and link capacities are calculated using
(3). The procedure of particle evaluation is given below.
Procedure Evaluate_Solution(X[t, j]) {
Calculate (xi(t+H), yi(t+H)) for 8i e ANt using decoded ritj
and vitj values as given in (8)
Form MANET topology Gt+H based on the predicted
locations of the user nodes and calculated locations
of the agent nodes
Using (3), calculate the link capacity uij(t+H) for each
link (i, j) on Gt+H
Evaluate O1(t+H), O2(t+H) and O3(t+H) if necessary
If (X[t, j] is better than X⁄[t, j]) then set X⁄[t, j] = X[t, j]
If necessary, update r it and v it for 8i e ANt
}

ð13Þ

On the other hand, if qjt 6 1, no scaling is necessary. As
a ﬁnal PSO setting, the global neighborhood topology is
used, that is, the entire swarm forms a single neighborhood. This strategy has been found to be the most efﬁcient
over a wide variety of continuous test problems as suggested by [51].

In dynamic optimization problems, the stopping criteria
depend on the time available for the optimization algorithm to run. In this paper, the PSO algorithm is stopped
after a predetermined number of iterations. This simple
stopping criteria is chosen to make sure that statistical
analyses in the computational experiments are performed
using the same stopping criteria.
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This simulation procedure is a version of the Random
Waypoint Model [52], which is frequently used in the
literature as a benchmark mobility model to evaluate
various MANET management protocols. This motion
scenario models the case of the users searching for their
destination or making their way around forbidden areas
or obstacles, which is a reasonable representation of a
search/rescue or a military operation. Other mobility models
could be readily used since the user motion strategy is not
an input.
The velocity limits vmax and vmin for user nodes are 0.05
and 0.02, respectively. User nodes come to a stop when
they reach their destinations. The velocity limits vmax and
vmin for agents nodes are 0.06 and 0.00, respectively. The
velocity values indicate Euclidean distance units traveled
per one time increment. The simulation area is a two
dimensional rectangular area with Xmin = 0, Xmax = 5,
Ymin = 0 and Ymax = 5. The simulation parameters are:
a = 0.95 and p = 0.10.

The overall PSO procedure is:
Procedure PSO(t)
{
Initialize_Population(t)
Evaluate Population
Set x = 1.5
While (stopping criteria is not met) {
x = x  0.98
for (j = 1, . . . , l) {
if (U(0, 1) < 0.02) then set x = 1.5
Calculate / and K using (12)
Calculate Dritj and Dvitj using (11)
Scale Dritj and Dvitj
Update ritj and vitj using (10)
Evaluate_Solution (X[t, j])
}
}
Sort population P(t)
return rit and v it for 8i e ANt
}

5.2. Effects of number of agents, future location prediction,
and clustering

5. Computational experiments
Both dynamic and static problems were tested. The former covers many time steps of network operation and
would be of the type used in practice. The latter was used
to gauge comparison with a MIP approach and to evaluate
scalability to larger sized problems. For static problems,
the PSO algorithm stops and returns a solution after 1000
iterations and for dynamic problems the requirement for
each time step is set equal to 100.
5.1. Dynamic test problem simulation environment
To test the performance of the PSO algorithm under dynamic scenarios, a simulation procedure was created to
randomly generate the locations of user nodes. In the simulation procedure, each user node i is assigned to a random
starting point (xi0, yi0) and a random destination point
ðxTi ; yTi Þ and follows a path with random perturbations to
its destination as described in the next sentences. At each
time step each user is assigned to a random velocity
U(vmin, vmax). The direction of a user node is calculated
for each successive time step as shown in

8


cosðhÞ sinðhÞ
ðxT ;yT Þðx
;y
Þ
>
>
>
þ ð1  aÞ jðxiT ;yiT Þðxiðt1Þ ;yiðt1Þ Þj
a
v
iðt1Þ
>
iðt1Þ iðt1Þ
>
i i

sinðhÞ
cosðhÞ
>
>
<
~
v it ¼ > Uð0; 1Þ < p
ðxT ;yT Þðx
;yiðt1Þ Þ
>
>
av iðt1Þ þ ð1  aÞ jðxiT ;yiT Þðxiðt1Þ
>
>
iðt1Þ ;yiðt1Þ Þj
>
i i
>
:
otherwise
ð14Þ
where h ¼ Uðp=4; p=4Þ is the random rotation in the
direction of the motion, a is a weight factor for the current
motion direction, and p is the probability of a direction
change. The initial directions of user nodes are randomly
determined.

Six problem groups ranging from10-user to 100-user as
given in Fig. 3 were used to test the MANET management
system. Because the dimensions of the simulation are
ﬁxed, the range of user and agent nodes are set based on
the number of nodes to ensure the network would be disconnected during the simulation. In each problem group,
ﬁve dynamic test problems were randomly generated with
a mission of 100 time steps (tmax) as described in the test
problem simulation environment. In addition, each random problem was simulated ﬁve times with different random number seeds for the MANET system input parameter
values of NA = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, H = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and
NC = {4, 6} for 10-, 20-, and 30-user problems or
NC = {6, 10} for 40-, 50-, and 100-user problems. In other
words, 25 replications were performed for each combination of parameters NA, H and NC so a total of random
1750 runs were performed for each problem group in given
in Figs. 3 and 4. The population size was 50 in all runs and
the PSO algorithm was run for 100 iterations during each
time step of the simulation. The population size and stopping criteria are user set parameters in meta-heuristic
algorithms. In practice, these parameters are experimentally determined based on the factors such as complexity
of the search space, the number of decision variables, and
CPU time limitations. The experimental study in this section focuses on the parameter of the proposed MANET
management system. Therefore, these PSO parameters
were ﬁxed over various problems to make outcomes of
the experiments independent from the optimization
parameters. To evaluate the performance of the MANET
management system under various system parameters,
two performance metrics based on the objective functions
of the problem, are deﬁned as follows:

Ptmax

ðo1t Þ
t max
Ptmax
mini;j2UNt :j>i fUðGt ; i; jÞ : UðGt ; i; jÞ > 0g
P 2 ¼ t¼1
t max
P1 ¼

t¼1
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Fig. 3. Main Effects Plots of performance metric P1 for random dynamic problems from 10-user to 100-user. P1 = is the average user connectivity ratio (yaxis in all plots), NU = number of users, R = range, NA = number of agents, H = user location prediction time steps ahead, and NC = number of user clusters.
Each column of plots belongs to a problem group stated at the top of the column. The title of the y-axis is shown only in the ﬁrst column for ﬁgure clarity.

The performance metrics given in the equations above
are indicators of the algorithm performance over the entire
simulation time span, tmax. P1 is the average user connectivity ratio and P2 is the average all-pair minimum bandwidth
in bps during the simulation time span. An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) model was used for each problem group to
study the effect of NA, H and NC on the performance of the
MANET system. In statistics, an ANOVA model is used to
test whether the means of several groups are all equal or
not. In the ANOVA model, NA, H and NC, and the problem instance were used as the main factors and the replications of
a problem instance were used as the random factor. Fig. 3
presents the main effect plots of P1 (overall network connectivity) for the problem groups. As expected, P1 improved
with an increasing number of agents (NA) in all problems.
For example in the case of 10-user problems, users were
are connected more than 95% of the simulation time by
using four agents, as seen in Fig. 3.
As seen in the main effect plots in Fig. 3, location prediction may have a signiﬁcant effect on the connectivity of the
network. P1 signiﬁcantly improved from H = 0 (no prediction) to H = 3 or 4, and then it became steady or slightly declined for higher values of H. Based on these results,
predicting future locations of users is particularly important for improving overall network connectivity. However,
predicting user locations into too much further into the future may have negative effects on the network connectivity because of larger prediction errors. In this
experimental study, H = 3 or 4 seems to be a reasonable

prediction horizon. It should be noted that the optimization problem is solved for the predicted locations of user
nodes, and performance metrics P1 and P2 are evaluated
using the actual locations of user nodes. Therefore, the difference between the actual and predicted user locations is
expected to be the largest for H = 6.
Fig. 4 presents the main effect plots of P2 (average minimum bandwidth metric) for the problem groups. Similar
to P1, the number of agents had a signiﬁcant positive effect
on P2. Although user location prediction was shown to be
effective to improve overall network connectivity, it was
detrimental to the average minimum bandwidth metric
P2. This result can be intuitively explained as follows. Predicting future user locations improves the overall connectivity of a network by guiding the agents to connect
isolated users, which would be disconnected otherwise,
to the rest of the network. The cut sets between the isolated, perimeter nodes and the others tend to have low
capacities. As a result, as the network has more connected
nodes, the capacity of minimum cut set tends to be smaller. Note that objective function O2t and performance metric P2 only consider cut sets between the connected
components of a network (i.e. mini;j2UNt :j>i fUðGt ; i; jÞ :
UðGt ; i; jÞ > 0g. O2t is also the secondary objective. The
PSO attempts to improve O1t ﬁrst; and, O2t can be scariﬁed
in order to improve O1t in long run. Therefore, increasing H
has a positive effect on P1, but a negative effect on P2.
Fig. 5 presents the user connectivity ratio of a dynamic
test problem during the course of the simulation horizon

O. Dengiz et al. / Ad Hoc Networks 9 (2011) 1312–1326
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Fig. 4. Main Effects Plots of performance metric P2 for random dynamic problems from 10-user to 100-user. P2 = the average all-pair minimum bandwidth
in bps during the simulation time span (y-axis in all plots), NU = number of users, R = range, NA = number of agents, H = user location prediction time steps
ahead, and NC = number of user clusters. Each column of plots belongs to a problem group stated at the top of the column. The title of the y-axis is shown
only in the ﬁrst column for ﬁgure clarity.

for H = {0, 1, 6} (other H values are omitted for the clarity of
picture). The network lost connectivity with H = 6 earlier
than with H = 0 because the PSO optimized the connectivity for the predicted future locations of user nodes at six
time periods ahead. In other words, the connectivity was
given up in the short term for a gain in the longer term.
However, the PSO algorithm was able to recover or improve connectivity quickly each time that connectivity
was lost for H = 6. Although user location prediction was
shown to be effective to improve overall network connectivity (P1), prediction horizons larger than two were detrimental to the average minimum bandwidth metric (P2).
When using mobile agents, each agent will have associated a ﬁxed cost and operating costs although these costs
are not considered in this paper. In order to plan for the required number of agents – or resources – prior to an operation, the proposed model can be used as a tool to see the
estimated network performance with different numbers of
agents supporting the network.
Fig. 6 presents the network topology, the locations of
the agents, and the index of user node clusters for a dynamic test problem with NU = 10, NA = 1, H = 6 and
NC = 4. Note that at the end of the simulation, the user
nodes are disconnected since one user is separated from
the others. In this case, there is no means to connect all
user nodes with a single agent. However, the agent was deployed to maximize the connectivity of the other nodes.

Another interesting result of the experiments with dynamic problems is that the number of user node clusters
(NC) had no statistically signiﬁcant effect on P1 (p values
of 0.603, 0.157, 0.086, 0.355, 0.040 and 0.896 for the problems in Fig. 3, respectively) and a statistically signiﬁcant,
but small positive effect on P2 (p-values are close to zero
in all problems in Fig. 4). Therefore, using a surrogate
objective to improve the computational performance is
promising. It reduces computational effort without compromising quality of the solution at each time step. Fig. 7
presents a scatter plot of P2 and the surrogate objective
function for 1750 cases of the 20- and 40-user problems.
As seen in the ﬁgure, there is a strong correlation between
the surrogate and the actual objective function of P2 (the
correlation coefﬁcients are presented in the ﬁgure). The
main advantage of using clusters of user nodes instead of
individual nodes in evaluating the weakest connection of
a network is computational tractability, particularly for
dynamically solving large problems. Using a cluster of user
nodes makes the evaluation of Ot2 independent of the
number of user nodes. Therefore, very large networks can
be efﬁciently evaluated in short time periods. For example,
the average CPU time per simulation interval is 21 s for the
100-user problems. The majority of the CPU time is due to
the calculation of the maximum ﬂows. Note that the maximum ﬂows are calculated twice during the simulation,
one for the actual surrogate Ot2 and the other for actual
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Fig. 5. User connectivity ratio of a test problem (NU = 10, NA = 1 and NC = 4) with different user location prediction horizons.

(a) Initial
(b) middle

(c) final

Fig. 6. Location of the users and the agent for a test problem (NU = 10, NA = 1 and NC = 4) during the different phases of the simulation. The numbers on the
link edges represent the cluster number of the users.  represents the agent node.

Ot2 to compare the performance of the surrogate. The CPU
time can be signiﬁcantly improved by using a more effective algorithm (e.g., the all-pairs minimum value cut algorithm [30]) for the maximum ﬂow calculation or limiting
the iterations of the PSO.
It should be noted that although several thousand runs
were performed for the ANOVA, the results of this experiment should not be overly generalized. H and NC are
parameters that should be selected by network managers
based on empirical data and experience. Various mobility
models or prediction techniques may yield different results. Nonetheless, the results of this experiment demonstrate that incorporating a user location prediction model
into the proposed MANET management system may improve overall network performance in dynamic problem
scenarios.
5.3. Comparative performance of the PSO algorithm
In this section, the performance of the PSO algorithm is
compared with respect to a MIP formulation of the problem using static problems. Although the MIP formulation
is computationally infeasible for real-life problems, the
main objective of this comparison is to provide a bench-

mark for the performance of the PSO algorithm. In these
problems, the locations of users were randomly generated
in a way that fully connected networks were possible (i.e.,
the problems have feasible solutions with respect to connectivity). An approximate MIP formulation of the problem
was developed using eight piecewise-linear functions for
the nonlinear link distance versus capacity relationship,
the Euclidean link distance and the Euclidean agent travel
distances on the Cartesian coordinate system. The MIP formulation was solved by CPLEX v11 with 8 h of CPU time
limit.
The MIP formulation was not able to ﬁnd feasible solutions for problems with more than 10-user nodes and ﬁve
agents within the allowed CPU time limit. Fig. 8 shows the
comparisons on 10 random instances of 5-user and 10-user
problems with three and ﬁve agents. The majority of 5- and
10-node problems with three agents were optimally solved
within the CPU limit. These static problems with three
agents demonstrated that the PSO performed as well as
the MIP formulation. In some replications of these problems, the PSO found slightly better solutions than the
MIP formulation; however the difference can be attributed
to the linear approximation in the MIP formulation. As
seen in ﬁgure, the PSO algorithm performed signiﬁcantly
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Fig. 7. The relationship between the surrogate and actual performance metric P2 for 20-user problems with NC = 4 and NC = 6 and 40-user problems with
NC = 6 and NC = 10. The surrogate P2 is calculated among clusters and the actual P2 is calculated over entire network. q is the linear correlation coefﬁcient
between the surrogate and actual P2.

Fig. 8. The performance on P2 of the PSO algorithm and CPLEX on small scale static test problems in terms of minimum bandwidth (NA = number of agents
and NU = number of users). Each box plot shows range, inter-quartile range, and median (). CPLEX was run with a CPU time limit of 8 h.

better than the MIP formulation in the problems with ﬁve
agents. Increasing the number of agents from three to ﬁve
signiﬁcantly increases the search space of the problem and
these problems could not be optimally solved within the
CPU time limit.
To better understand the results in Fig. 8, Fig. 9 presents
a comparison of the PSO algorithm with the MIP formulation on single instances of static 5-, 10- and 15-user node
problems with three, four, and ﬁve agents. In this study,
CPLEX was again run for up to 8 h of CPU time and 10 random replications were performed using the PSO algorithm.
The PSO results presented in the ﬁgure are the average of
these 10 replications. Clearly, the MIP formulation could

not ﬁnd good solutions as the problem size was even
slightly increased. Note that the MIP solution for the 15user node problem with ﬁve agents is worse than the solutions with three or four agents. This example demonstrates
the challenge of the search space size of the problem. On
the other hand, the PSO algorithm found superior solutions
for the largest problem in this experimental study in less
than 10 min of CPU time.
Finally scalability of the PSO algorithm was studied
using large static problems with 20, 30, 40 and 50 user
nodes with ﬁve agents. A single random problem was created for each case and solved using two different levels of
the number of clusters, NC = 6 and NC = 12. The outcomes
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Fig. 9. The comparison using P2 of the PSO with the MIP formulation on single instances of static 5-, 10- and 15-user node problems with three, four, and
ﬁve agents (NU = number of users and NA = number of agents).

Fig. 10. Summary of the results for large problems using the PSO (NC = number of clusters and NU = number of users, ﬁve agents were used for all problems)
() denotes the median and bars represent the 95% conﬁdence interval of 10 random replications. CPU seconds are given for evaluating a single solution.

of this experiment are presented in Fig. 10. The PSO algorithm was able to achieve globally connected networks in
all cases; therefore, in the ﬁgure the minimum bandwidth
and CPU seconds per solution are presented. While the
number of clusters has no effect on the primary objective
O1t, maximizing the network connectivity, it did have a statistically signiﬁcant effect on the minimum bandwidth
(excluding the 40-user node problem). However, increasing the number of the clusters from 6 to 12 signiﬁcantly increased the CPU second requirement to evaluate a solution.
In dynamic cases, rigorously evaluating solutions might
not be computationally feasible despite the potential gains
in minimum bandwidth. In such cases, evaluating the minimum bandwidth objective based on clusters may provide
signiﬁcant computational beneﬁts without sacriﬁcing
much quality of the solutions.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, a new model is proposed to conceptualize
an autonomous topology optimization for mobile ad hoc
networks using multiple mobile agents. The representation
of wireless ad hoc network communications as network
ﬂows and optimization using a maximum ﬂow model is a
novel and advantageous approach. This representation is
very responsive to small changes in topology when evaluating network connectivity and performance. Also, it can
be used with any signal attenuation model when calculating the data ﬂow rates.
The dynamic nature of the problem is a challenge, but it
also enables the optimizer to gain additional information
by leveraging the information obtained during the optimization at previous time steps. The usefulness of predicting
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user locations to improve network connectivity was demonstrated. A particle swarm algorithm was developed to
solve the modeled dynamic optimization problem. Computational experiments showed that the particle swarm algorithm is very promising and well suited to this problem.
The PSO algorithm outperformed the MIP formulation,
especially with respect to the solution time.
The proposed approach, while developed for dynamic
topology optimization, easily adapts to a static scenario
by increasing the agent velocity constraints. The static scenario is useful when users want to improve an existing system of sensors or communication hubs already positioned
in the ﬁeld, or when designing a new static system. The
proposed approach could also be used for ‘‘what-if’’ analysis before launching an actual network in the ﬁeld. The
simulation would be useful to plan for the most efﬁcient
number of mobile agents to serve under a certain scenario,
and to consider cost / beneﬁt tradeoffs. As further research,
the problem could be formulated as a multi-objective decision problem considering these tradeoffs.
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